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People are biking to work in increasing numbers—and they crave versatile cycling clothing that can double as office attire

way to broadcast my megawatt
professional ambitions to the peo-
ple upstairs.

The problem was that my work-
wear didn’t jibe with my com-
muter vehicle of choice: a second-
hand Mongoose bicycle with a
faulty drivetrain. And I wasn’t
about to give that up. Even if half
its gears were effectively inopera-
ble, I could actually reach my
Manhattan office faster on my
bike than via the punishing sub-

way, and the five-mile morning
ride pumped me full of go-getting
endorphins that made me more
pleasant around the office.

Still, my determination to pedal
sweatily through Midtown pre-
sented a challenge: how to dress
for the ride.

If you’ve never worn slim-fit
cotton while weaving between
taxis, don’t start now. It’s awful.
Traditional office clothing—made
mostly of cotton—has an uncanny

ability to amplify wrinkles, show-
case sweat and intensify body
odors. So instead of wearing my
day’s outfit en route, I’d carefully
fold it into a backpack, ride to the
office in athletic attire (typically
made with synthetic performance
fabrics), and arrive early enough
to clean up and change quietly in
the bathroom.

But that routine is a relic of in-
efficient times. The best of today’s
commuter apparel doubles as pro-

I N THE YEARS after col-
lege, I amassed a closet
full of clothing fit for an
eager young office grunt—
the Cole Haan shoes, Van

Heusen dress shirts, a two-button
Alfani blazer. My job didn’t force
me to tie a double Windsor knot
or even tuck my shirt in every
day, but doing so felt like the best

BY CLINT CARTER

GEAR & GADGETS

The Commuter’s NewCloset

The Jacket
The tailored fit belies
the myriad ways this
Mission Workshop
Orion jacket adds
comfort to daily rides.
Its stretchy fabric
blocks wind and rain
while allowing sweat
vapor to pass through
its membrane. Vents
allowed you to dump
heat mid ride. $445,
missionworkshop.com

The Shirt
The fabric on this

Western Rise shirt is
as soft as cotton but
actually constructed

from stretchy polyes-
ter, wool and wicking
fibers developed by
DuPont, which pull

moisture away from
the skin so it can
evaporate quickly.

$119, westernrise.com

The Shoe
Adidas’s cycling off-

shoot Five Ten coated
its leather District

Flats with easily wipe-
able polyurethane to

help wearers deal with
road filth. Reflective

heel tabs help cars see
you at night, and

sticky rubber soles
keep feet fixed to the
pedals. $90, adida-

soutdoor.com

The Pants
Despite their slim cut,

Duer’s Limitless
Stretch 9 x 9 pants are
easy to pedal in. Credit

goes to a gusseted
crotch and textile blend
that draws its strength

from polyester, its
comfort from modal (a
type of rayon), and its
elasticity from Lycra.
$149, shopduer.com

The Bike
By outfitting its Ur-
ban 8.0 in premium
hardware, Canyon has
created the Mercedes-
Benz of commuter
bikes. In place of a
chain, the bike relies
on a carbon belt drive
that won’t leave
grease stripes on your
pants, and frame inte-
grated handlebars put
your body in an ag-
gressive position for
faster riding. $1,999,
canyon.com

The Helmet
It’s hard to make an
impact-absorbing
foam hat look digni-
fied, but Nutcase suc-
ceeds by bucking the
Tour de France flour-
ishes and keeping the
silhouette simple. And
vents at the crown of
the head open and
close to regulate tem-
perature. $90, nut-
casehelmets.com

fessional clothing and is the joint
effort of innovative textile manu-
facturers and on-trend clothing
brands.

The former—Toray from Japan
and Schoeller from Switzerland,
for instance—develop wily techni-
cal fabrics for outdoor sports that
are made to stretch, resist wrin-
kles, wick sweat, slough off dirt
and create inhospitable environ-
ments for odor-causing bacteria.
The latter—companies like Mis-
sion Workshop and Duer—cut
those fabrics into “active” gar-
ments that feel, move and look ev-
ery bit as good as the best tradi-
tional button-ups that I once
meticulously packed into my bag.
Your boss will never know you
pedaled to work in them.

Many of these commuter-cloth-
ing companies boast dramatic ori-
gin stories in which their bike-rid-
ing founders were frustrated by a
lack of clothing options. Clearly,
others share that frustration. Ac-
cording to Kathy Swantko, a tex-
tile industry consultant and the
founder of the Technical Center,
sales have recently been buoyed
by the increase in daily riders and
the more than 50 new bike-share
programs deployed in cities like
New York, Boston and Miami over
the past eight years.

The 6% of commuters who cycle
to work each day, according to
U.S. census data, are still outpaced
by the 86% who drive, but bike
commuters are more likely to be
young, metropolitan consumers
open to new ways of dressing.

Bike commuters have been
known to spend more on clothing
that deliver extended wear and
special advantages, said Ms.
Swantko. “They want multiple
protections—whether it be UV
protections, abrasion resistance,
thermoregulation if it’s cold and
the whole comfort thing with the
stretch.”

After a year of road-testing—and
office-testing—sweat-proof style, I
recently decided to completely
overhaul my work wardrobe. I
tossed traditional dress shirts,
pants, and jackets and started buy-
ing brands that fit my exertive life-
style (see sidebar, “That’s a
Wheelie Good Look on You”).

The clothing I’m wearing now
has proven to be more comfort-
able not just while I’m dodging
taxis and puffing my way up hills
but also during business flights
and long days at my desk. From
here on, I’m dressing for my next
bike ride. But you probably won’t
even notice.

Designers are making
clothing that feels, moves
and, most importantly,
looks every bit as good as
traditional button-ups.

IS AN E-BIKE WORTH IT? // THE PRICE YOU PAY TO AVOID ALL THAT PEDALING

MOTORS DON’T come cheap. An
entry level e-bike can run $2,000 or
more, and that number rises quickly
as you upgrade to stronger brakes,
smoother shifters and a lighter
frame. But despite this initial
price hurdle, sales of battery-pow-
ered bicycles have tripled over the
past three years, and the e-boom
shows no signs of slowing
down. So is owning one re-
ally worth it? Here’s what
to consider before you
take the motorized
plunge.

E-bikes are per-
fect commuting vehicles
for young urbanites. By
making distances seem
shorter, headwinds less
fierce and hills easier to
climb, they lower the barrier
to daily cycling. In a more than
800-person study conducted by
University of Tennessee researchers,
e-bike owners rode an average of 3.6
days per week. Those riding tradi-
tional bikes rode just 2.7 days per
week. And despite what the critics
say, e-bikes aren’t cheating. Sure, the
motor makes you feel stronger. But it
doesn’t do all the work for you.

“Ninety-nine percent of the models
available in the e-bike category are
pedal-assisted, which means you have
to be pedaling in order for the electric
motor to add power,” said Justin Ho-

ese, an e-bike rider and co-owner of
Boulder Cycle Sport. “So you can use
the pedal assist on the way to work,
and then turn it off on the way home
when you want a better workout.”

You can buy a used commuter
bike for a few hundred bucks. But for
the cost of an e-bike, you can own an
actual motor scooter, which delivers
more power and allows you to ride in

the street. E-bike critics argue that’s
safer for everyone, since motorized bi-
cycles move too fast for narrow

bike lanes. “Most of us on [tradi-
tional] bikes are hitting 15
miles per hour, tops,” said
Shardy Nieves, a bike cou-
rier in New York City. E-
bikes, on the other hand,
typically reach 20 to 28
mph. The fact that their
numbers are rising na-
tionally could explain
why there’s been an up-
tick in accidents involving
e-bikes and pedestrians.

And risk aside, batteries are
a burden. With regular use

they wear out in three years
(factor in $300 to $600 for a re-

placement), and the motor drives a
bike’s weight up around 50 to 60
pounds, to about three times that of
a traditional commuter. You’ll feel it if
you’re forced to schlep your wheels
up a flight of stairs or you have to
ride home on a dead battery.

RIDE THE WAVE The 500-watt
Bosch PowerPack propels the Bulls
Cross E8 Wave for up to 134 miles
of travel per charge at a max of 20
mph. $3,200, bullsebikes.com

THAT’S A WHEELIE GOOD LOOK ON YOU

Lycra-laced pants. Stretch shirt. Easy-to-clean sneakers. Made for the road—and ready to put in overtime at work
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